
Meeting 3: Sept 30 – Oct 2, 2013, Potsdam, University of Potsdam 
Sequential organisation of multimodal interaction 

 
Sept 30 • Tutorial: Analyzing prosody in embodied interaction (Elizabeth Couper-Kuhlen 

/ Margret Selting) 
• Data sessions: 

Data Session 1: The sequential construction and embodiment of “cleaning up the 
room”: a joint activity by a parent-child-dyad (Nele Gerhardt) 

- identification of objects as “not in the right place” 
- joint activity (?): missing (?) co-operation not problematic for participants 
- establishing a joint activity space (body orientation, gaze, reaching, showing) 
- importance of peripheral vision for co-ordination (when apex of father’s 

gesture is reached, girl turns) 
- humming as a resource of resistance/performance of casualness 
- roles (girl as expert, supervising dad) 
- teaching situation: Dad teaches girl how to sort things out 
- situated activity turned into verbal activity by father through Q/A sequences 
- girls performance of casualness ‘deproblematises’ situation 

Data Session 2: Embodying evidential positioning in news interviews (Elisabeth 
Reber)  

- so in lines 27, 56, 65, 83, 91: different kinds of prosodic/phonetic packaging 
- “integrated” sos referring forward 
- disfluencies after so in lines 27, 56, 65 
- so in line 27 resumes some previous position on the part of the current 

speaker 
- line 89: eyebrow flash timed on accent in bUsiness 
- performing obviousness 
- shrug: retrospective element of conclusion 
- line 92: appeal for alignment 

Data Session 3: The coordination of activities in caretaking interactions with elderly 
people (Harrie Mazeland) 

- situated activity system  concept of action 
- projectable slots in action-based sequences used for language-based actions  
- progression-relevant boundaries marked by verbal and other means (e.g. 

“nou” or smoothing of skirt as finishing touch) 
- apparent small talk turns into vital information 
- full repeat as move to assert commitment from a position of independence 

Oct 1 Data Session 4: Intra-operative decision making in surgery (Jeff Bezemer) 
- decision-making: how much is agreement negotiated? 
- “critical view” as procedural check during operations 
- anatomy shaped by the gesture 
- no labeling of things: surgical team has visual access to what’s going on: 

gesture enhancing visibility 
- evidence of visible field 
- evidential practices: 1) making evidence visible to the operating team, 2) 

establishing certainty 
Data Session 5: Multimodality in Handball (Christian Meyer / Ulrich von Wedelstädt) 

- Communication under pressure: timeouts in handball in different realisations 
- Timeouts are not genres since no conventionalized patterns can be found; 

rather monologic(?), multi-unit structure 
- use of imperatives vs. use of non-finite verb phrases 
- use of direct address (2nd person) vs. third person reference 
- different tone of voice 
- inner circle vs outer (e.g. physical therapist) circle (embodied in space) 



- the final “huddle” as a ritual practice and local accomplishment of the groups 
(who is part of it? (coach in, coach out?), who starts it (coach, players, based 
on “feeling”/clock?) 

- time out as time in for coach 
• Summarising notions / issues that surfaced during the data session (key 

terms, talk vs non-talk, stance, modes, baseline, units of analysis, 
cultures/languages 

• Discussion of network publication 
• Guided Tour 

Oct 2 • Organisational matters (5th meeting, conference panels, dissemination of 
results) 

• Meeting of notion groups 
• Closing 

 


